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Abstract—Motivation plays an important role in one's learning. When one is motivated, he/she will be moved to accomplish the task given to him/her efficiently. The studies on motivation in language learning have contributed a lot to the development of many theories on motivation. In addition, findings from previous research on motivation based on different theories are included in this paper. This paper also focuses on research done on motivation across nations. Recommendations given on how to help learners to be more motivated are also included.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Motivation is one of the areas that has attracted many researchers to explore what drives learners in either their L2 or FL learning settings. Despite the different approaches used to study motivation in learners, its definitions are uniform. This is due to the motivation drive that leads to goal achievement. There are four aspects of motivation that include a goal, an effortful behavior to reach the goal, a desire to attain the goal and positive attitudes toward the goal [1].

Building upon the earlier definitions, motivation also refers to the intensity of one’s impetus to learn [2]. Besides, it is also referred to as “...an abstract, hypothetical concept that we use to explain why people think and behave as they do,” [3]. In addition, “To be motivated means to be moved to do something,” [4]. Thus, it can be concluded that motivation is defined as the forces and also a soft construct that accounts for the arousal, selection, direction, and continuation of behavior that can be inferred rather than observed directly.

“No matter what the underlying motivation to study a second language, what cannot be disputed is the fact that motivation is an important variable when examining successful second language acquisition.” [5].

There are different types of motivation and theories in Second Language Education which have emerged through years. For example, the integrative and instrumental types of motivation which are under the traditional theories of motivation in L2 education. The two prominent figures in L2 motivation research: Gardner and Lambert came up with their integrative and instrumental orientation of motivation [6]. Integrative motivation relates to learners positive attitudes towards the speakers and culture of the target language. On the contrary, instrumental motivation focuses more on the learners’ goals for academic achievement and for career development. Both types, the instrumental and integrative motivation are important in FL or L2 settings because “an absence of integrative motivation can outweigh instrumental motivation that does exist, halting or severely retarding language learning.”[7].

Although Gardner’s theory on integrative and instrumental motivation has contributed much to the research on second language motivation, the theory has been criticized for focusing too much on the integrative motive. Moreover, previous studies done to validate the theory have also produced different results which are controversial [8]. This theory also fails to consider the cognitive motivational concept in motivation. In addition, the label ‘integrativeness’ did not make much sense in many language learning environments [9].

The other theory introduced is the Self Determination Theory (SDT) which is an empirical based theory of human motivation, development, and wellness [10]. The main focus of this theory is on types rather than the amount of motivation. Autonomous motivation, controlled motivation and amotivation are the predictors of performance, relational and well-being outcomes of this theory. SDT is a meta-theory that accounts for two views with regards to human behaviour. These views are:

1) humans act with a stimulus (agency) and intrinsic motivation
2) humans’ actions can be determined or influenced by the external factors surrounding them

Furthermore, according to the SDT theory, activities which are not interesting (which are not intrinsically motivating) require extrinsic motivation. When one’s behaviour is so motivated, it is caused by conditions or situations (contingencies) which are external to that person. On the revisit of the intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, it was claimed that intrinsic motivation still remains an important construct in humans [11]. Intrinsic motivation reflects the human learning and assimilation process. On the contrary, extrinsic motivation is argued to reflect one’s external or true self-regulation since it varies in terms of its autonomy.

Another most general and well-known motivation theory is that of Vallerand, which includes intrinsic and extrinsic motivation [12]. Intrinsic motivation deals with a sense of self satisfaction of doing some particular activities, while the extrinsic motivation refers to performing activities for some extrinsic reward such as getting a good grade or having a promotion. The theory also includes a third type of motivation which is amotivation (lack of motivation). The Hierarchical Model of Intrinsic and Extrinsic motivation introduced by Vallerand is rather complex. This model
includes the global level, contextual level and also the situational level that affect one’s motivation. The interaction with the environment either intrinsically, extrinsically or in any amotivated way refers to the global motivation. In addition, one’s motivation is also affected by the context which she/he is engaging such as in education, interpersonal relationships or leisure. Finally, a person is also affected by the situation that he/she is experiencing like doing activities in the classroom or having a field trip. These hierarchical levels of motivation are also affected by the moderating factors which include autonomy (feeling free to choose one’s course of actions), competence (interacting effectively with the environment) and relatedness (feeling connected to significant others).

Nowadays, the notion of ‘self’ in psychology has been widely and frequently used. “Today, modern ‘self’ theory says each person is expected to decide what is right (almost by magic and without much reliance on the accumulated wisdom of the culture) and to know him/herself well enough to determine what courses of action ‘feel right.’ In short, we must know ourselves, so we can set our lives and self actualize.” [13].

Recently, L2 motivational self-concept has been introduced to replace and expand previous conceptions of motivation. The model incorporates the Ideal-L2 Self, the Ought-to Self and the L2 Learning Experience. Ideal L2-self is “the L2-specific facet of one’s ideal self.” It represents an ideal image of what the L2 user wishes to be in the future. If he wishes to be a fluent L2 user, his imagery picture of himself as a fluent L2 user might act as a powerful motivator for him to reduce the discrepancy between his actual and ideal self. The Ought-to L2 self concerns with “the attributes that one believes one ought to possess as a result of perceived duties, obligations or responsibilities.” [14]. Ought-to self is less internalized since it focuses more on the extrinsic type of instrumental motives. The L2 learning experience concerns with learners’ attitudes towards their L2 learning. Their attitudes can be affected by situation-specific motives that relate to their learning environment and experience like the peer group, the teacher, their experience of success and also the curriculum.

II. RESEARCH ON MOTIVATION

Motivation, according to researchers and teachers, has been accepted as one of the main key factors that affects the rate and success of L2/FL language learning [15]. Reference [16] agree that “it makes sense that individuals who are motivated will learn another language faster and to a great degree.” Furthermore, numerous studies have provided statistical evidence that indicates motivation is a predictor of the language learning success.

There are a lot of researchers who have explored on motivation with different learners and situations that have shown different findings that contribute to the study of motivation. For example Samsiah Bidin, Kamarulzaman Yusoff, Nurazila Abdul Aziz, Musdiana Mohamad Salleh & Taniza Tajudin [17] on their study on motivation and attitude in learning English among UiTM students in the Northern Region of Malaysia find that intrinsic and extrinsic motivation does not have a direct influence on students’ English language performance. So does attitude. Nikitina & Furouka [18] who conducted a survey on the nature of motivation of the Russian Language to 74 first year students at Universiti Malaysia Sabah. For their first survey they find students’ academic performance in learning Russian did not depend on their attitudes and did not involve degree of integrativeness towards the target language’s speakers or culture. For the second survey they find students acquired a more positive attitude towards—and appreciation of—target language’s country and its culture.

Besides, Mun [19] on his investigation on relationships between learners’ English proficiency levels and their motivational intensity and motivational orientation (integrative or instrumental) in learners finds that there is no major distinctive difference in terms of motivational orientation among high, average and low English proficiency learners. For all the three proficiency levels, learners were driven by instrumental motivation to learn the language. However, there is evidence that learners who are more proficient have higher motivational intensity towards the language. Female students used overall LLSs more often than male students.

Wei, Tuan Fatma Tuan Sulaiman, Wardah Mohamad & Zorah Abu Kasim [20] on their research on motivation and study habits of working adults: A case study of Masters students in Open University Malaysia find that learners had different factors that motivate them in their study. Achieving success and wanting to improve themselves are the two motivating factors. Respondents also received support from their family and friends. Surprisingly, none of the respondents mentioned that their lecturers or tutors motivate them in their study. The study was qualitative in nature and data were gathered through the open-ended questionnaires distributed to respondents.

In the foreign scenario, Guilloteax & Dornyei [21] examined the link between teachers’ motivational teaching practice and their students’ language learning motivation. The findings based on 40 ESOL classrooms in South Korea that involved 27 teachers and more than 1300 learners show there were positive correlations between the teacher and student in the context of L2 motivation i.e. the results indicate that the language teachers’ motivational practice is linked to increased levels of the learners’ motivated learning behavior as well as their motivational state.

In addition, Chen [22] on her research on motivation and possible selves on Taiwanese EFL learners find seven out of 26 interviewees clarified their future plans in terms of their academic development and/ or their future preferred occupation. Other students were uncertain about their future self-images since they themselves have different versions of future self-images. Among these seven respondents interviewed, not all of them have a genuine idea on the ideal L2 self. This is because one’s personal concept and his social influences affect his possible self. Therefore, different individuals may face have different concepts and social influences. Her findings on the respondents through an interview also reveal that the ought-to-self in the study appears to deviate from its original theoretical definition of the concept. The ought to-self refers to ‘the attributes that
one believes one ought to possess as a result of perceived duties, obligations or responsibilities.” [23]. In addition, the result of the interview also shows there was an existence of a dual focus of getting a promotion (rewarded) and prevention-focus instrumentality in their effort of learning English. One reason to explain this is because of the participants’ own perception on the concept of ought-to self.

Sayadian & Lashkarian [24] on their study to 657 students (randomly chosen) using the Attitude Motivation Test Battery (AMTB), Gardner (1995) at Yazd University, Iran find that male and female students have low attitudes towards English speakers. Male and female were highly instrumentally and integratively motivated. Female learners have greater instrumental and integrative motivation. Parents encouraged their children in their FL learning and students from the Engineering faculty have high attitudes to EFL as compared to students from Natural Resources Faculty. Overall result shows that learners are instrumentally motivated in their EFL.

In a study on Engineering students in South East Asia and beyond, Law, Sandnes & Huang ([25]) find learning correlates with motivation constructs. The motivation constructs investigated in their study are the intrinsic motivation (individual attitudes and motivation) and extrinsic motivation (challenging goals, the pulling forces, punishment, group pressure and learning approach). Respondents had high positive motivating effects on other motivation constructs except punishment. The step wise regression model used also showed that all the five motivating factors entered into this regression method. Therefore, it can be concluded that ‘pulling forces’ and ‘group pressures’ which are the extrinsic factors are the two determinants for motivating team-based and action-based learning. In addition, ‘individual attitudes and expectations’ has the highest mean among the five constructs which is 5 and this shows that it is an important motivator role.

From their study, Hassan, Imran, Muhammad Aslam & Kasif [26] find extrinsically motivated students performed less in their academic performance as compared to intrinsically motivated students. Extrinsically motivated students performed well when they were rewarded after getting good grades in quizzes, but when they were not rewarded their extrinsic motivation level dropped. On the other hand, intrinsically motivated students really worked hard since they learned because they were interested in what they were doing. Since they are interested in their learning, they worked hard to achieve their goals. The conclusion made on their study is that “academic performance is positively influenced by intrinsic motivation and negatively affected by extrinsic motivation.”

III. METHODS/SUGGESTIONS TO INCREASE MOTIVATION SPIRIT AMONG LEARNERS

Learning group setting and learning objectives should be taken into consideration when designing a new course for learners. Learners should be allowed to work in groups so that the ‘pulling forces’ like the rewards, achievement and clear goals can take place. When working in groups, ‘group pressure’ will exist whereby the students will try their best to contribute to the work done in groups. It is important to create an environment that requires group or peer pressure in order to motivate learners in their learning [27].

Besides, a supportive learning environment should also be provided, so that learners will feel motivated to learn. A learning environment that is less threatening can encourage students’ participation in class. “Creating a less threatening atmosphere to reduce anxiety and encouraging students to increase perceived competence may be effective in increasing willingness to communicate and frequency of L2 use in classrooms with Japanese ESL students. Perceived competence had a direct and strong influence on motivation, which in turn affected L2 communication frequency in the classroom. It may be especially important with the Japanese ESL students to increase perceived competence.” [28].

Positive verbal encouragement and praise are important in learning because they can influence students’ motivation. A student’s self confidence can be built and improved through praises for effort and improvement [29]. Therefore, in class, teachers should apply appropriate praising methods that can further encourage students’ participation, so that they will not be afraid to share and discuss ideas that they have. When students are comfortable with their learning environment, they will be more motivated to learn and attend classes besides doing well in the subject learnt.

Moreover, other activities that relate to L2 learning should be planned well so that learners will have the opportunity to participate. For instance, a ‘homestay’ program for exchange students may help to motivate learners to improve their target language proficiency. Teachers have duties to ensure that learning is interesting. They should create an interesting learning environment with activities that encourage students’ participation. Teachers can use interesting texts to capture the students’ interest and in the end this can help to increase their motivation level [30].

Second language learning motivation (SLLM) can also be enhanced by teachers when they use materials from other parts of the world. By doing this, students will be more interested in their learning since they will learn more about others customs, language, food people and environment [31]. Students are already aware of their own surrounding and culture, therefore when teachers integrate learning with materials that are not local, students will feel more interested to learn and to discover what others culture is all about. What makes them different and also what makes them the same.

IV. CONCLUSION

Motivation undoubtedly plays a critical part in learners’ language learning process. There are many theories of motivation that have been derived through the years. Each theory makes its contribution to research even if it has its own limitations. Different researchers have different findings and their researches are also based on different theories. Teachers and educators can benefit from their research findings to help learners achieve positive learning outcomes. Teachers can improvise and enhance their teaching methods, so that learners acquire the necessary skills to achieve their learning objectives.
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